
Recharge for visibility and protection of extended shipments  
GO Real-Time Reusable 4G/5G-LT Tracker is a temperature monitoring 

solution that does not require fixed installation or hardware mainte-

nance, with continuous coverage for your products over the road. The 

reusable solution is designed for customers who would like to reuse the 

same tracker on multiple shipments. And now, the new -LT series tracker 

is specifically designed for low temperature shipments of frozen goods 

(down to -30C). With improved location accuracy and ever- expanding 

4G/5G global networks, you can rest assured that visibility to your per-

ishable shipments will be available when you need it most.

Oversight Dashboard. Data at your fingertips                                            
Comprehensive and automated reporting is provided through the 

Oversight Dashboard and the Oversight Mobile app. Data is encrypt-

ed, providing security as it moves to the cloud. Information is at your 

fingertips while you are on the go with Oversight Mobile. Check status 

and create shipments direct from a phone or tablet. View current 

maps, graphs, and charts of key shipments including temperature, 

humidity, security, and location details. Shipment summary reports 

include additional details such as device serial number, trip name and                                     

duration, mean kinetic temperature, and time above or below range. 

The Oversight Mobile app is available in English, Chinese, Spanish,          

Korean, Russian, Italian, German, Portuguese, Turkish and French.

Extended battery life to cover 
international shipments

Tri-mode CATM (or NBIoT)/GSM 
cellular technology

Global visibility with  
email/text alerts

Protect your product in-transit 
and ensure door security

Recycle with GO GreenSense™

GO Real-Time Reusable                
4G/5G-LT Tracker
Temperature, humidity, location and security  
using cellular M2M technology



Technical Specifications

Battery: UN38.3 Compliant

Cellular: CAT M1/NB1: B1/B2/B3/B4/B5/B8/
B12/B13/B18/B19/B20/B26/B28  
EGPRS: 850/900/1800/1900MHz

Certifications: FCC, IC, CE, PTCRB, RCM, ANATEL, 
MIC, MOC, INDOTEL, CONATEL, 
RTCA/DO-160G Compliant

Device Storage: Optimal: Below 20°C and 60% RH

In-Use Life: Tri-mode with up to 20 days of 
operation, 6-minute measurements 
reported at 18-minute intervals

IP Rating: IP44

Light Sensor Sensitivity: ±0.5 Lux, minimum detectable     
1.0 Lux

Oversight Dashboard: Emerson.com/Oversight

Recycle Options: GO GreenSense™ program

Shelf Life: Shipped with a minimum in-use 
and shelf life of approximately 6 
months.  Please check the “Activate 
By Date” on the product box and 
follow a first-in-first out process.

Size: 3.2 in x 2.5 in x 1.2 inch
(80 mm x 63 mm x 28 mm)

Temperature Range: -30°C to 60°C (-22°F to 140°F)          
operating environment

Temperature Accuracy: ±0.5°C (0.9°F) typical between 
-20°C to 60°C (-4°F to 140°F) 

Weight: 0.3 lbs (140 g)

Contact Information                
0755-84200058

Sales@eofirm.com  
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Download the  
Oversight Mobile App

NOTE:  Accessories - Charging cables and power port sold separately


